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The end of the world sucks. The end of the world alone is worse.So when Dr. Lisette Chen
discovers her staff have uploaded their consciousnesses into the massive MMO, Viridian Gate
Online, she reluctantly takes a chance and logs in. Her goal? Discover why her colleagues
abandoned her when she needed them the most.In a blink, she finds herself in a fantastical
world where her healing skills—both as a doctor and a Priestess of Gaia—are sorely needed. A
group of dark priests is spreading a digital plague that threatens NPCs and Travelers alike, and
somehow it is all connected to her old coworkers. Lisette is the only one who can unravel the
mystery before time runs out on humanity’s new safe haven. Lisette’s already lost one world, and
she sure as hell isn’t going to lose another.From James A. Hunter—author of Viridian Gate
Online, Rogue Dungeon, and Bibliomancer—and debut author E.C. Godhand, comes an epic
new entry into the Expanded Universe of Viridian Gate Online that you won't want to put down!
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FacebookDedicationAbout the AuthorSummaryThe end of the world sucks. The end of the world
alone is worse.So, when Dr. Lisette Chen discovers her staff have uploaded their
consciousnesses into the massive MMO, Viridian Gate Online, she reluctantly takes a chance
and logs in. Her goal? Discover why her colleagues abandoned her when she needed them the
most.In a blink, she finds herself in a fantastical world where her healing skills—both as a doctor
and a Priestess of Gaia—are sorely needed. A group of dark priests is spreading a digital plague
that threatens NPCs and Travelers alike, and somehow it is all connected to her old coworkers.
Lisette is the only one who can unravel the mystery before time runs out on humanity’s new safe
haven.Lisette’s already lost one world, and she sure as hell isn’t going to lose another.Shadow
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3)EldgardAgainst the Dying of the LightOctober 2042Iwished it was a presidential year. I could
see the campaign now. Giant Asteroid 2042: End It Already, because nothing had gone right this



week, and suddenly it got worse.I’d failed Eva as soon as I closed the doors of the emergency
department to the rest of the world. Of course she was going to sneak out to drag a wounded
woman inside to us. Of course the raiders punished her for the attempt with a .30-06 to the
chest. Of course the soldiers and officers that ran security for us pulled her back inside. They
meant to add her to the pile in the morgue, a final show of respect for the latest of our many,
many fallen.One look at her face, as blue as the chaplain smock she wore, and everything I had
been holding together for the past four days broke. I snapped my fingers for Roarke to grab the
crash cart and pointed for the men carrying Eva to set her on the floor. I started CPR.“Thirty and
two on me. Ariana, I need an airway,” I called out. Ariana didn’t move.Roarke put a firm hand on
my shoulder. “Dr. Chen, you don’t have to do this.”“I need one milligram of epinephrine.”“Drawing
epi,” said a nurse behind me.I didn’t break pace and kept pushing on Eva’s chest.“Roarke, shut it
and give me a chest seal on that gunshot.”“The entry in the front, or that massive exit wound in
the back?” he said calmly.“Dammit, shut up!”The EMT clamped both hands on my shoulders. I
rolled out of his grasp and kept forcing all my weight onto the dead woman’s chest. He wrapped
his arms around me from behind and held tight.The world froze, suspended in time, and I gulped
in my own shuddering breaths. I closed my eyes. He was right. There was no saving her. I hadn’t
seen her back, but I knew that wound left a crater. That lung was gone. She was dead in the
street—all we had done was claim her body. Once I calmed down, Roarke let me go. My
outstretched hands hovered over her heart, trembling.“Not one more. Please. We already lost
Carlos when he...” I stopped, the words refusing to come out. Instead, I pantomimed pointing a
gun at my head.“I know.”Two more guards frog-marched a disheveled man in from the street. He
fought hard, but the former Marines wouldn’t let him go. A third inspected his rifle for any
remaining bullets.They brought him to me and put him on his knees. One held him by the neck,
forcing him to look at our dead comrade. I took one last lingering glance at Eva’s corpse and
stood.“What’s your name?” I asked.“Tony.”“Well eat shit, Tony! You murdered a minister. Didn’t
you see her uniform?”“I needed her key-card,” he said matter-of-factly. Like it was a task on a to-
do list. Some side quest to complete on the way to his main goal.“What, to steal our drugs?
You’re a monster like all the rest who’ve tried.”He bared his rotten teeth like a predator. “You’re
the one who closed the hosp—”Everything went red as I lunged for his throat. Roarke and Ariana
held me back and dragged me out of St. Mercy’s emergency department. I don’t remember what
I cursed at him, but I wasn’t done until the maglock on the gray doors slammed shut behind
us.The hallway behind the ED was lined with stretchers supporting rows of patients—breathing
ones. I exhaled, and some of the tension bled from my shoulders.Ariana whistled. “Well damn,
doc. He should have no fear of God after he’s met you.”“Screw this,” I said, peeling off my bloody
gloves and chucking them in an overflowing trash bin. “I’m out. Get Eva to the morgue with the
rest of them. Find me that key-card if you can, but no one is going in or out of those
doors.”Ariana gave me a quick salute and returned to the emergency department. I could hear
Tony screaming and cursing at my security detail. He was their problem now.Roarke steadied
me and caught my eyes.“You good?” he asked.I sucked in lungfuls of air. My heart pounded an



arrhythmic beat against my ribs. “Yeah.”“I’m worried about you. You’re losing your patience a lot
lately.”“Oh no, I’ve only lost one patient today.”He didn’t laugh. “Doc, if I didn’t know any better, I’d
say you were on something yourself. Your pupils are the size of pizzas. Go take a breather. We’ll
be fine here for the moment.”Roarke was right. I sighed. “How did this even happen? I told
everyone not to go outside. Not to open the doors for anyone.”“You did. But you know what she
always said.”I glared, but his expression didn’t change. I heard her voice in my head.If we don’t
take care of God’s creatures, then Death will.“Okay. I got my radio. I’ll go take watch in the chapel
on the second floor. See if any of these assholes had friends.”ConfiteorIt was good that I left. It
was starting to feel like Hell’s waiting room in there, and the chapel was the most abandoned
place in this godforsaken hospital. The last of my adrenaline drained away. I was grateful for the
quiet as I stepped through the door. The chapel had always been my sanctuary, even when the
world wasn’t on fire.With Eva gone, there weren’t any chaplains left. Not since Carlos checked
himself out this morning. And my good friend Margaret disappeared yesterday. We never quite
saw eye to eye on the whole “religion” thing, but the chaplains were a source of comfort. As far
as I knew, all of them had been discharged to the Eternal Care Unit.Darren was on duty at the
chapel tonight. A broken stained-glass window overlooked the street below, and from the
sympathetic look he shot me, I knew he must’ve seen it all go down like it had many times this
week. He remembered to say nothing and let me take watch.The chapel’s stained-glass still
managed to shield me from view of the dark street below, where humanity was destroying itself
in real time. All twenty-one bridges out of Manhattan were jammed by cars trying to escape the
island. We were trapped. The people were restless, with no hope and nowhere to go, and so
they turned to taking whatever they wanted, whenever they could.Ever since the news hit the
airwaves that an extinction-level asteroid, 213 Astraea, was hurtling towards Earth, I’d gotten to
see the best and worst of humanity. We had nine days, maximum. I’d delivered cancer
diagnoses with more tact than the forced, bitter smiles the newscasters could muster. They
couldn’t be blamed, I guess. I’m not sure I could deliver news of my own fate any better. And like
any patient given a terminal diagnosis, we didn’t believe it at first.The scientists and politicians
and militaries of the world had thought to deflect the asteroid, but the best they could offer was
to tell us to hide in the basement with water and, if they were generous, to make peace with
whatever higher being we believed in. Get on your knees and kiss your ass goodbye. That wasn’t
going to help me. The most exposure to faith I’d had was watching my patients cry out for God to
save them right before they died.It had been four days since the announcement—four days
that’d felt like one long, endless night, and I was running out of faith that dawn would come. If I
lived to write about this, I’d name my autobiography A Rolling Cascade of Shit from the Start, by
Lisette Chen, M.D.Despite the many buildings aflame, it was brick-city outside and now snowing
heavily. Maybe that would force the raiders to retreat to shelter and leave us alone for a second,
because of course a blizzard was the only thing that would give this hospital one damn moment
of peace. “Thank God for small miracles,” as Margaret would say. I pulled my blue beanie over
my ears and clicked my lighter with bloody, shaking hands until it lit. My cigarette’s smoke



blended with the choking smog of a city on fire that wafted through the cracks in the stained-
glass.I pulled my lab coat tighter around me and shivered. The haunting voices of the pediatric
patients played on repeat in my head. When the news had interrupted reruns of Courage the
Cowardly Dog, “London Bridge” and “Ring around the Rosie” were joyously chanted in the
playrooms and hummed dolefully by my nurses for the first couple days before the news fully
sunk in. I hated hearing those songs, but there were worse coping mechanisms. I took a longer
pull off my cigarette and watched the ember flicker in the icy wind.Ashes, ashes,We all fall
downThey were little prophets, the lot of them. Pretty soon the streets were flooded with
panicked people looking for relief, and St. Mercy’s promised to live up to her name.We tried. We
really did. And that was the problem. We were a glimmer of hope, one of the few places with the
lights still on, and we took in everyone. Of course we did. It’s what decent people do; they take
care of each other. But along with the usual nonstop slew of patients, looters and addicts lined
the block hoping for food and a cheap score of drugs to lessen the blow of the news. They
needed help, but we couldn’t give it. We closed our doors to all just to save some. Then we
barricaded and pretended we were as dead as the rest of the city.The first day, instead of going
home, a few veterans, police officers, and various hospital staff stayed behind to help us triage
people and sort out those who were genuinely hurt from those who wanted a foot in the door to
stockpile our medicine for themselves. I was grateful for every one of them, for however long
they could give us. No one wanted to abandon the weak or wounded. But food and supplies
were dwindling or disappearing altogether, and the cafeteria now belonged to the roaches and
the rats. They had since earned our fear and our respect.Someone had to take charge, and I ran
a tight shipwreck. Mr. Edward White, our esteemed administrator, certainly wasn’t going to do it
even though his image was so proudly plastered all over the hospital’s posters. He was the first
to send himself home. Or wherever he went. That asshole.The second day, a lot of the doctors
and nurses disappeared. Of the staff who remained, if I knew they had someone waiting for them
at home, I dismissed them. Sometimes with a child if there wasn’t anybody to claim them. No
one should be alone at a time like this. The rest of us? We had each other, for better or
worse.Day three, the hospital’s generator kicked in once the power in the city went out. We were
lit like a beacon to the dark streets, which brought lost ships in the night as well as flies looking
for crap. The streets became dangerous. The raids started. We lost a lot of good people.And I
made the tough decision to close the doors.The day after, at least fifty staff members
disappeared. Like Margaret. Most of the more critical patients died. The morgue was full, even
with Mr. White’s recent expansion, because the damned fridge was locked.I lit another cigarette.
It was day five. All I’d had to eat was a few bags of chips and candy bars from the vending
machine. All I’d had to drink besides coffee was some liquor housekeeping had hidden in their
supply closet. I honestly didn’t think I’d slept more than an hour here or there.Roarke was right. I
was losing it, but I could rest when I was dead. We were only halfway to the asteroid hitting. At
the rate I was burning myself out, I might not make it that far.My radio crackled. It was Darren.
“ED to post six, you peep this?”Soon as his words hit me, fire lit up a car on the street. I ducked



then peeked out the window. Some woman had thrown a Molotov and was chasing a man. Just
a regular day.“Yeah, I see it,” I responded. The woman pounced on the man like a feral beast and
clawed at his face. I didn’t feel anything, and that disturbed me more. I took another drag on my
cigarette as she bounced his head off the pavement. “Any luck on that key-card?”“Not yet.”There
was a third option to all this. Osmark Technologies had been working on a virtual-reality
MMORPG called Viridian Gate Online, or V.G.O. Their capsules were said to upload a human
mind to their servers using nanites, making the game fully immersive.Robert Osmark himself
was going to entrust Mr. White with capsules to train hospital staff on how to care for patients in
real time, without screwing up on an actual person. White had sent an email out about it just
before news of Astraea hit. Instead, he’d expanded the morgue at the last second. As it turned
out, that was the better decision.Still, I was disappointed, as a medical nerd and as a gamer
geek. I had followed Dr. Vila’s and Dr. Berkowitz’s research papers on nanite technology
regarding human consciousness and vital sign recordings until Dr. Berkowitz’s untimely death
last year. I’d wanted to see what they could do with it. How it could help people. The possibilities
were endless. On the smaller scale, they could be used to track blood sugar, blood pressure,
and heart rate in real time. We could detect internal bleeding, inflammation, or even pregnancy.
On the larger scale, the capsules could be used for life-support, to teach surgical procedures, or
to train medical staff how to handle mass-casualty events. We really could’ve used that last one
sooner.I couldn’t get one. It wasn’t even a matter of expense; they were just too rare. Os-Tech
had a Willy Wonka-style lottery for what remained, to be fair. Not like selling to the highest bidder
would do any good when money would be worthless soon.Connections, though, that was real
power. Connections got you what you needed whether you could pay or not. And a, shall we say,
connection I had with a Saudi woman at a bar the week before got me a surprise ticket on a
private plane to China before the news went public.The asteroid was set to hit near Greenland.
No matter how much New Yorkers banded together, the northeastern United States would be
gone. I could’ve left. But I never wanted to see Khadija again. When people were swarming to
put their families on any plane, boat, or wooden door just to get out of the country, she wasted it
on a one-night stand in the hopes it’d turn into something more. How many people could fit on
that plane, and how many people were on it when it took off? I tried not to think about it. I hadn’t
gone, but I had taken advantage of it.The hospital needed me to direct care, and my mother
needed to get the hell off this planet, or at least to the other side of it. So, I gave the ticket to my
mother back in Brooklyn. I didn’t tell her how I got it, or why, just that I was sending her to China,
and she needed to pack immediately. I remember she was staring at the children playing on the
block by the bay window in our brownstone, enjoying the sun. She had smiled at me with those
wrinkles near her eyes and patted the grays streaking her hair, saying she needed to “go see
Zhang Li and get my hair fixed if we’re finally taking that trip home.” I told her I’d join her later
after I got off work.Khadija’s assistants were there to retrieve me within the hour. They seemed to
understand when I instead escorted the old woman down the stoop with Lickerish the black
kitten tucked under her coat.They understood better when I presented a check for every yuan in



my bank account to cover their troubles.“My daughter is a doctor, you know,” she told them.“I
love you, Mama,” I said.She scratched the kitten behind her ears after the gentlemen helped her
into the black car. “She’s so busy. Too busy for her mother.”That was the last I ever saw or heard
of her.If I could do nothing for my coworkers and patients here, at least I knew my mother was
safe. After all she had done for me, I had to know I had done everything I could to repay her. That
I had done everything for those who needed me. Even though everything else was a living
nightmare out of my control, at least I could take care of people. Honestly, I didn’t know what else
to do. I just always thought I’d have more time to do it.Weakness flooded my limbs. I leaned
against the frame of the stained glass. In the mix of light from the moon and fire, I saw the people
below hadn’t stopped living what must’ve been their best lives. Stealing TVs and toilet paper and
who knew what else. The drugged-out woman and her friends were gone, replaced by one man
who repeatedly stabbed another for a bag of who knows what. His buddies might bring him to
our doors, right after they got done kicking the stabber’s ass. And we’d deny him. We had to.I lit
my last, lucky cigarette. One final nail in the coffin.It all seemed so pointless. I could delay the
inevitable for my patients and my mother, but ultimately, Death would take them. The temptation
to go meet him myself burned a hole in my lab coat in the form of a shot of morphine. I always
kept it with me, just in case. It could always get worse, I told myself. Though I wasn’t sure exactly
how. I was clinging to sanity as it was.The familiar ringing of bells from a church chimed in the
distance. Someone played it every night at midnight. I loved that person. May there be a heaven
just for them.I had heard Margaret sing along to the hymn enough to try my best. My voice was
normally soft and airy, but now it just sounded as cracked and broken as the chapel’s stained
glass.There is balm in Gilead,To make the wounded whole;There’s power enough in heaven,To
cure a sin-sick soul…Three more days to go.One Light In the DarkIwas so caught up in my own
thoughts I didn’t hear someone enter the chapel. I whirled around. A gentle and delicate voice in
the darkness started the next verse for me.Sometimes I feel discouragedand think my work’s in
vain—Margaret stood by the first pew. Her skin was pale as a ghost, and though she looked a
little worse for wear, her expression was upbeat as always. The rainbow of light through the
stained glass bathed her in every color, and she looked like an angel.“Well, I’ll be damned,” I
whispered.“I sure hope not,” said the last remaining chaplain. She opened her arms and gave
me that cheeky head tilt she did whenever she saw anyone who needed someone to talk to.The
long stream of ash on my forgotten cigarette hit my skin and I cursed. I crushed the butt under
my heel. When I glanced back she was still there. Not a ghost after all. Word was still out on
angel, though.“Church Mouse, is that really you?”She gave me a curt nod, then stepped forward
and opened her arms wider. “Get in here.”I obeyed immediately, closing the distance between us
in one step and holding her tight enough to hear her squeak. My hands grasped at her blue
chaplain’s cassock and felt the plasticky fabric under my fingers. I caught my hands in her short
orange hair and clasped her ruddy cheeks in my bloodied hands. She was warm. She was real.
She was here. I would’ve kissed her in joy if she hadn’t put me at arm’s length.“I missed you too,
but you’re getting blood on me,” she protested with a giggle.“You’re alive,” I breathed in relief.“For



now, yes,” she said, eyeing me. “You’re in the chapel again? I told you there’s no atheists in a
foxhole. Have you come to find God after all?” she joked.“Oh yeah, I was just reflecting on
Proverbs 30:2,” I said, crossing my arms and nodding sagely. She gave me The Look. I cackled
and fixed my coat. “Just needed a smoke break and to get over an existential crisis. Where have
you been?”The smile from her face faded and she folded her hands at her waist.“God sent me to
find you. There’s something he wants you to do.”I scoffed and instinctively reached for my
cigarette pack. “Look, we’ve been over this. I believe God speaks to you, I just don’t think he
does so for the purpose of relaying instructions to me.”Damn, forgot I was out. I took a second
look at her and could tell something was off. Her eyes scanned too much behind her thick-
rimmed glasses. She kept silent and gave me an involuntary, horrified grin.Nothing had scared
me as much the past four days as when the light faded behind that sweet woman’s smile. It
usually meant only one thing.“You aren’t looking for me to call another death, are you?” I asked. I
pulled away and raised my voice. “Not one more, please. I can’t take it. I just watched people get
ganked in the street, and I know if I go back to the ED there’s just going to be more waiting for
me.”By now, I was shouting. Margaret held me still by touching my arm.“Shh, shh, no, nothing
like that, doctor,” she said. She tucked my black hair neatly into my beanie. I tried to look away
but she kept following me until our eyes met. “There’s something I want to show you. I told you
there was still hope, and I’ve found it.”I laughed in her face. “No. Where have you been the last
twenty-four hours?”She parted her lips to speak but I pulled away. “Look, I don’t want to hear one
more word about how ‘God’s not done with you yet’ because that’s beginning to sound like a
threat rather than a promise, Retta. I don’t care for whatever opium you’re selling unless it’s
straight dope, ’cause that’s what I could use right now. The last of our supply is in my pocket, and
I was this close”—I held up pinched fingers for her—“to using it.”Margaret listened patiently,
moving only to blink. I waited for any reaction from her, anything at all, but she let the silence
grow and my patience dwindled. She followed me with her gaze as I started pacing
circles.“Besides, haven’t you heard? Eva’s dead. One of our keycards is missing. Half the staff
ran off yesterday, you included, after we already lost half the staff the first day, and now even
God’s abandoned us,” I nearly screamed and stopped in front of her. “So you tell me, what hope
remains?”She closed the distance between us in a few short steps and took my cheeks in her
hands. Her eyes were still glancing to her upper right and lower left, but finally settled on mine.
Her thumbs wiped tears from my cheeks and her smile came back.“You’re not alone, Dr. Chen.
Good people are never alone,” she whispered gently.“So you say.”“Follow me.”I hesitated. “I’m
still at post six. I can’t leave yet.”She grabbed my sleeve and pulled me after her. “It’s not a death,
I promise.”We waited until Ariana showed to relieve me.“How is it?” I asked. She shook her head
and pulled out her own cigarettes. I understood that feeling very well.Margaret dragged me by
my hand as we left the sanctuary of the chapel and entered the abandoned hallways of the
hospital. The lights worked on a motion sensor system to conserve energy since we only had the
generator left. Age had yellowed the hospital’s walls, and empty chip bags, soda bottles, and
candy wrappers from the nearby gift shop littered the floor. A massive rat ran across my



shoes.We turned a corner and worked our way across the atrium. Roarke was patrolling and
gave me a smile and a wave. He paused when he saw the chaplain and tilted his head. He
waved to her, too, and answered his radio before turning a corner.“You remember that game you
were excited about?” asked Margaret.“Yeah. We never got the capsule shipment in though.”“Yes,
we did.”I paused and pulled her back to me with a jerk. “Wait, what?”Her arm made some weird
defensive motion I didn’t recognize, but she saw it was just me and forced a smile. “You
remember the recent morgue expansion?”“Retta, I’ve been in that morgue so many times in the
last few days. The only thing that expansion gave us was more room to put bodies and a locked
fridge.”She shook her head until her orange curls bounced around her face. “Come on. I’ll show
you,” she said and started pulling me after her again.“Why didn’t you mention this before?”“They
were filled. If I had, people might have pulled them out and taken the capsules for
themselves.”“Oh, that clears it up,” I said dryly.Margaret ignored me and led us through the
surgical waiting room. The maroon chairs had seen better days but were comfy enough for the
day shift to sleep on. Noah and Deja had taken post three by the window to watch over them and
gave us both dirty looks.“Let’s say you’re right and haven’t gotten into some stash you’re not
sharing,” I said. Deja put a finger to her lips. Sleep and peace were rare and precious, and
neither was to be disturbed. I lowered my voice. “It only takes up to three days to transition, and
we’ve been here five days now. So you’re telling me—”The lights flickered on in the long hallway
towards the waiting room. I didn’t think anyone was following us. Roarke had gone the other
way.“You expecting a shift change already?” I whispered to Noah.He shook his head and pulled
his 9mm out. “Post three to Atrium, how copy?” he whispered into the radio. Roarke didn’t
answer. Deja started shaking people awake.She needn’t have bothered. The click-click of a
pump shotgun and subsequent blast got everyone on their feet real quick.Hope Is All We HaveIf
the last five days taught me anything, it was that people will show you who they are when they
think there will be no consequences. And this asshole thought he’d get away with this. I shielded
Margaret against the floor. Noah hid behind the corner with his pistol at the ready. Deja put out a
warning on the radio.“Breaker, breaker, shots fired second floor atrium. Repeat, active shooter,
second floor!”Nothing from Roarke.Day shift was disoriented but awake. Some fled behind the
reception desk. One nurse, a new grad, fled down the stairwell on her own. I silently motioned for
the rest to make a break for the surgical unit. It was a convoluted mess, but there were many
rooms to hide in.“All posts be advised,” crackled the radio. I held my hand over it to mute the
guard’s voice. “Several raiders reported in the back halls.”The keycard. I told Eva not to go
outside. I warned her. No good deed goes unpunished.“Goddammit,” I whispered. I pulled the
radio to my lips. “This is Dr. Chen. Fall back to the ED,” I ordered. “Drag the wounded to me. Do
the best you can until I get there. I don’t want any heroics, you hear me? Just stay alive.”I pulled
Margaret to her feet and tried to follow the others to the surgical center. There was another way
to the emergency department from there. Instead, Margaret pulled back, harder, much stronger
than she looked, and made a dash for the stairwell. I didn’t argue. We had three options: run,
hide, or fight. Sometimes running and hiding was the best option.The nurse cowered with her



hands over her head at the top of the stairs. I opened a chrome fire extinguisher box and yanked
the red canister off the wall. Margaret crouched and coaxed the nurse towards her by circling her
hands in front of her.“It’ll be okay, sweetie. I got you,” she whispered.The nurse looked up with
tear-streaked cheeks. She nodded and started crawling, but a deafening shot echoed in the
stairwell. She collapsed with a gasp.The room spun and my ears gave out a high-pitched
scream. When I opened my eyes, Margaret was making strange motions with her hands
again.We didn’t have time for whatever she was on. I pulled the pin on the fire extinguisher and
aimed the nozzle down the stairs. Cold white mist filled the air and hid us. I held my breath and
leapt from the landing. The shooter was a shadow in the fog. I planted my feet on his chest and
took us both to the floor. He gasped, and that he took one more breath annoyed me. I brought
the fire extinguisher down hard on his jaw. Red dots joined the freckles on my cheeks. It wouldn’t
kill him, but he wouldn’t be getting up anytime soon.“Margaret, let’s go,” I shouted over my
shoulder. She was at the nurse’s side, worrying that she couldn’t find a pulse, and making the
strange hand motions again.“This is no time to pray!”She glanced up from whatever trance she
was in. I tossed her the extinguisher and stole the man’s gun. It had a few rounds left. Once out
in the hallway behind the emergency department, Margaret made a beeline for the
morgue.“Where are we going?” I said. “We need to get back to the ED.”“We need to get to that
capsule before the raiders do,” the chaplain hissed.“Holy—you weren’t kidding?”My keycard got
the silver doors to the morgue open. We barricaded it behind us with an overturned table to keep
the raiders out. I pulled my beanie off my head and covered my nose. Even with the air
conditioner running, the morgue smelled like meat and cheap perfume rotting in a subway toilet.
I hated this place. I hated bringing people here. I hated that Margaret brought me here. It was the
only way to contain disease, but still, this was desecrated ground, and I wanted no part of it.The
motion lights detected us and flickered on with a deafening buzz, revealing a world of tile and
stainless steel. Anywhere there was a clear spot, bodies were stacked. The smaller ones were in
the sinks. We had stacked them in a maze so we could move around. The chaplain put the fire
extinguisher down and tiptoed to the refrigerator in the back where bodies were kept near
freezing. Just the sight of it, the implications, sent a chill down my back.“Retta, even if you’re
right, no one’s had the code for that in days. Come on. I have to get to the emergency
department. They’ll need me,” I said.She said nothing and motioned silently for me to join her. I
sighed and tiptoed over bodies, grimacing every time congealed blood stuck to my shoes.
Somehow, for some reason, she knew the code, 24601, and put it in with practiced muscle
memory. She pointed inside, and I followed her finger in shock.The fridge was lined with metal
drawer coolers on two sides, five across and three high, with two giant doors on the back wall.I
slammed my fist on the metal door. “It was empty this whole time?”“Not empty.”“Well then who’s
in them?”“The second set,” she said solemnly.“And what’s in those two back doors?”“The first
set.”I couldn’t breathe. My lips made the motions for words, but no sound formed. She put a
hand on my elbow and all the words poured out. “You’re telling me this is where everyone went?
All this time, our coworkers were here, playing this game or rotting in the back cooler while we



were working our asses off to keep the hospital running? Tell me this isn’t true.”She
nodded.“Answer me with words, Retta! I want to hear you say it.”“It’s true,” she said, pulling out a
metal tray on the lowest level.Inside was the best hope humanity had to offer to survive the
asteroid: a sleek black coffin with silver trim. It looked like a tanning bed, but those typically didn’t
come with a one-in-six chance of dying. Sure, the NexGenVR capsule offered up to three days
of life support, but the studies found that just short of twenty percent of people failed to integrate
into the game. Their minds died with their bodies. Not that it mattered now. After three days,
once that asteroid hit, it’d be a coffin, regardless. At least it was pretty.The capsule operated on
its own power source, some generator that could power it for up to a month. I was in an
awestruck trance. I pushed the power button on the main console, and it hummed to life with a
neon blue light. Tubes snaked around the edges. It was genuine Osmark Tech judging by the
embossed logo on the side.I felt cold, and it wasn’t the fact that I was in a damn freezer. “Why
didn’t I know about this? And what sort of training simulation goes in the morgue?” I asked
incredulously.Margaret didn’t have an answer for me, but I was pretty sure I knew. Connections.
Of course. Mr. White was close with Robert Osmark, both being Brooklyn boys, and probably
knew about the asteroid when he did. He had already put in the order, so why not repurpose it
for his employees? They still could’ve used the capsules for the lottery. I couldn’t imagine what
Ed could have offered in exchange to make sure his order was secured. It’s not like there would
be any courts to settle a breach of contract when this was all over.And this was a man who
commodified health, who automatically deducted lunch breaks from paychecks but worked us
as a skeletal crew with no time to even take a piss. Sometimes it felt like even on the best days,
the most we could do for our many patients was peek a head in and go “You dead yet? No?
Good, that’ll be your whole salary for the year” and move on. The man did nothing out of charity
unless he could write it off on his taxes.I stood and kicked the capsule with my foot. I didn’t want
to get in the forever-box.“So,” I said, “who got to go? What did he get in exchange from the
people he saved?”Her face told me my answer: anyone and anything he wanted. She bit her lip
and looked away.More shots rang out in the hallway. We both instinctively ducked to the sticky
floor and held our breaths. My radio crackled. It was the nurse who had drawn up epi for Eva.“ED
to all units: Do not come here! Repeat, do NOT come to the emergency department!”More shots
rang out, followed by screaming. Her voice on the radio turned plaintive.“We’ve fallen. They
distracted us to pull security away. It was a direct assault. God bless St. Mercy’s—”The radio cut
out. Out of respect for the dead, I finished our unofficial motto for her.“—because no one else
will.”My breath came in shuddering gasps. Margaret took my trembling hands and pulled me to
my feet.“You need to get in. Now.”“No, you get in.”Margaret shook her head. Tears streamed
down her cheeks. “It’s not for me.”“You’re the one that found it. It was pointless to come tell me.
I’m a lost cause. You should’ve just saved yourself.”“You’re so damn stubborn,” she said, her
palm shoving my chest hard enough I stumbled. “But I won’t give up on you. Your shame and self-
denigration won’t change how much you mean to me, so don’t waste time on such bullcrap.
You’re the only one who feels that way. You draw people to you with your passion. They want to



believe it’ll be better because you believe so. You always said the hospital was a lighthouse, but
the shelter from the storm was you. You’ve brought hope and comfort to everyone here. You’re a
healer. Why don’t you treat yourself better? Why won’t you realize you’re worth saving, too?”My
jaw dropped. I’d never heard the woman curse in her pious life, let alone read me for filth. She
grabbed me by my lapels and brought her face close to mine. “Listen to me. I know where I want
my soul to rest, and it’s not in that game. Not with what I saw. Not with that monster. But you have
no such faith, do you?”I shook my head. I didn’t.“So you have a choice: you can let the raiders
find this and kill everyone inside to put themselves in, or take your own advice and save yourself
for once.”“There’s no point if everyone else is dead,” I stammered back. “I could still—”“You heard
the radio. There’s no saving the people here. There never was going to be any saving the people
here. Not in any way you’d understand. Ask yourself, who does humanity need right now? A
woman who fights to protect life?” she asked, then leaned in until our noses almost touched. “Or
men who take it?”The gunman’s face in the stairwell popped into my head. I scoffed. “That’s you,
not me. Besides, I don’t want to be with people who abandoned us any more than I want to
abandon—”Margaret held her temple and fell against my chest. I caught her in my arms and
gently lowered her to the ground.“Hey! What’s wrong?”“I’m gonna puke,” she muttered. I turned
her to the side and held her with one arm while my hand rubbed her back. Her eyelid was
drooping. Stroke? No, dizziness, sudden headache, nausea wasn’t stroke. It was something
neuro, but I wasn’t sure what. With how quick it came on, there wasn’t much time left to act, and
diagnostics were out of the question.“We gotta get you in there,” I said, trying to lift her to her
feet.“No!” Her hands squeezed my arm and pulled my coat tight to tell me she wasn’t going
anywhere. “Listen, damn you. You gotta believe people are fundamentally good, Lisette.
Including yourself. If you can’t, then show them how. Please. Do this for me.” Her breaths started
to come in gasps.“Okay,” I said. I pressed my forehead against her back and held her. “Okay, I
will. I promise.”I shifted her body into my other arm and leaned her against the metal drawers. I
pulled the syringe of morphine out of my pocket and offered it to her. “Let me do this for you, at
least.”Margaret nodded. There was that smile again. It brought some small relief. I kissed her
forehead and lingered. My hands were trembling.I didn’t want to do this. I didn’t want any of
this.When I was done, she pushed me away. Her hands did the strange motions over me again. I
chose to believe it was a blessing.I didn’t know what to say, so I said nothing. I opened the lid to
the NexGenVR capsule and immediately panicked that it was so small. I didn’t want to go in the
box, but I had promised. The VR helmet smelled like a sick cat took a crap in a dumpster. I put it
on anyway. The memory foam mattress inside didn’t smell any better and it was icy to the
touch.Margaret slowly pulled in deep lungfuls of air with ragged breaths as she watched me. Her
eyes were unfocused and her pupils mere pinpoints. Somehow, she found the strength to pull
herself to her feet and shuffle over to me. I held my hand out to catch her, but she closed her
hand over mine and held it to my heart.“Someone,” she said with a wheeze, “has to push you in.”I
nodded, feeling like a child being tucked into bed on the Titanic when I’d rather be the captain
going down with her ship.More gunshots echoed outside the morgue. More screams. I turned off



the radio and the desperate messages from my friends and tossed it away. I wanted to thank her,
but I couldn’t find the words. We squeezed hands one last time and her kind expression said
everything for us. My fingers lingered in hers as the lid closed automatically over me. Then
everything was dark. The grating of the ball bearings echoed in the metal drawer as she pushed
me in.Blue lights pulsed as the system came online. My heart pounded in my chest harder than
the raiders pounded on the emergency room doors. I heard one more gunshot, closer this time.
For a split second I thought the raiders had gotten inside, but in my gut I knew better.No. Not a
gun. A body falling.My nails scratched the lid of the capsule. I wanted to check on her. I wanted
to force the lid open and crawl out of this grave. But the full reality of what she had done for me
sunk in.It wasn’t a stroke she suffered. It was a brain aneurysm. All the strange motions weren’t
from drugs, but from the game’s nanites in her system telling her she could still cast spells. She
had been missing since yesterday. She also had up to twenty-four hours to log out of the system.
That something so wrong inside the game compelled her to do so, to come back to the hell on
earth that was St. Mercy’s hospital, scared the piss out of me, and the smell in the capsule made
all the more sense.No, I was still alive, for now. That meant I could fight, even if it was a tactical
retreat. I was going to live, even if it was out of spite. I wouldn’t let the raiders take my life from me
or anyone else before, so I wasn’t going to start now. I wouldn’t let Margaret’s sacrifice be in
vain.The blue light blinked at me. It needed a command. The game wouldn’t start unless I told it
to. I sucked in small gulps of air for fear of drowning in my own vomit from the smell.“Play Viridian
Gate Online.”Welcome HymnThe machine let out a click-buzz as the locking mechanism sealed
the lid. A built-in MRI whooshed as it scanned my brain. Finally, a white loading screen popped
up. A thin man with wire-rim glasses, black slacks, and a dark turtleneck greeted me. I knew who
he was. Everyone with an internet connection knew him.“Hello, I’m the CEO of Osmark
Technologies, Robert Osmark, and I’d like to personally welcome you to Viridian Gate Online,”
he said.“Oh, piss off, Assmark!” I screamed into the white void. I wanted to get this over with
quickly. “Just let me in the game already.”Another screen popped up in front of me.“It is
dangerous to fast-forward through the opening sequence. You may miss critical information. Are
you sure you’d like to skip straight to the game?”“Asteroid make Earth go boom. Nanites map the
neural pathways and make a digital avatar. Patch 1.3 was the final update and AIs are running
the system now. I got it already.”The nerd in the turtleneck moved at breakneck speed and spoke
in a squeaky voice as the cutscene fast-forwarded to the very end.“By watching this warning,
you hereby remove all liability of damages from Osmark Technologies, its corporate owners, and
its subsidiary entities. Would you still like to proceed?”“Yes.”The machine picked up and all I
heard was the whirring of the capsule.“Traveler,” boomed a hard-edged male voice, “prepare to
enter Viridian Gate Online!”Everything was white, and then suddenly, I was standing on top of a
crystalline lake illuminated by a cold moon. No, it was my avatar, a mirror image of myself.A
semitranslucent display popped up with a clone of myself floating in the air. She was short and
thin, with black hair in a bun and freckles on her tan cheeks. Her mouth was small but her lips
were full, and she had a V-shaped face with large, expressive eyes. Gone was my bloodied lab



coat and blue beanie, replaced by my starting outfit, which was little more than a burlap sack
dress with a hemp rope for a belt.She was in the middle of a lush forest with trees taller than the
skyscrapers of New York. Pink lotus flowers floated on the water around her, and giant fireflies
visited them, leaving trails of glowing pollen. A gentle breeze brought the songs of morning birds
to our ears, and in the distance, I heard the faint sounds of a mournful flute. The water
underneath my avatar’s feet was dark but clear. I’d say it felt like a dream, like I had fallen asleep
due to asphyxiation in the capsule, but it felt real. It made the last five days feel like a nightmare I
had woken from, and this was the real world. The NerveTech wasn’t messing around.An
interface bar with a variety of options—race, build, sex, face, name—trailed beside my floating
avatar.I glanced at race, and immediately a new options menu that listed the available, playable
races appeared on my right. The first one, Hvitalfar, caught my eye. It appeared that sight and
intent was all that was needed to choose, because immediately my clone changed to a tall frail-
looking woman with delicate features, platinum-blonde hair and warm, bronzed skin. Her ears
were long and slim with narrow tips. Her eyes were like mine, deep-set and still honey-brown.
Like “sunlight captured in whiskey,” as Khadija put it.I shook the thoughts of her out of my mind.
Using the scales, I adjusted her skin lighter until it was a cool, rosy beige, and her eyes were as
blue as the sky. I adjusted her height smaller until she was the size I was accustomed to. I put the
freckles back in. My mother hated them and said they made me look ugly, but I thought they
added a girlish charm. She made me the way I was back on Earth, but I could make me the way I
wanted to be now.A prompt popped up and lingered at the bottom of my vision:<<<>>>Hvitalfar
(Dawn Elf): The elves of the Shining Plains, also known as Hvitalfar, make excellent Clerics and
Sorcerers. Due to their natural affinity for spellcraft and the restorative arts, they receive a 5%
bonus to starting Spirit. With their affection for nature and close kinship with animals, they also
make admirable Rangers, excelling in the Shaman kits.<<<>>>There were several other races
to choose from. The “night” version of my Dawn Elf, the Dokkalfar, or Murk Elves, had dusky gray
skin and black, almost blue hair. The Svartalfar were short and stocky and looked like Tolkien
dwarves. Of course they excelled at Smithing, Enchanting, and Merchant-craft. Accipiters were
winged humanoids with Middle Eastern features and the ability to fly. They came with a bonus to
Dexterity and race-restricted specialty classes.There were two varieties of humans: the
Imperials, who looked Roman with their olive complexions, and the Wodes, who looked like
Germanic barbarians. Neither had any special racial bonuses or restrictions, but they weren’t
locked out of specific classes or professions.Last were the Risi. Thick, meaty humanoids with
green skin and protruding fangs. They reminded me of the Orks from Realm of Siegecraft back
in the day. They appeared to be the best for tanks or heavy melee. Not my style. In fact, I recoiled
when I saw my face green and sporting fangs.It was disappointing that none of them looked
explicitly like me or my mother, but the game seemed to integrate how we looked.I looked back
at the Hvitalfar description. Magic. Now that I wanted. I thought momentarily about making a
melee fighter or sneaky archer, but something in my gut told me I wouldn’t be happy. Sure, I had
clocked that asshole in the stairwell with the fire extinguisher, but perhaps even casters could



use melee weapons if needed. I wanted magic. I wanted to be able to change reality at will. If this
game turned out to be more of what I’d left back in that hellscape we called a hospital, I wouldn’t
blame Margaret for logging herself out.I didn’t want to think about her just yet. I was a gamer,
creating her character, and I tried to focus on how pretty and gentle my avatar looked. Games
were always good for creating a fantasy of who we wanted to be.I selected the [Create] option. A
new screen asked me for a name. I just wanted to get out of there. In the back of my head I kept
thinking that the raiders could rip me out of this new, peaceful world at any moment.“Lisette,” I
said.“Are you sure you want to create Liset the Hvitalfar?” said the baritone voice from before.
“Once you create a character, you will not be able to change your racial identity or name. Please
confirm.”“Sure, whatever. Just get me out of here.”Light circled around me, caressing my skin like
ribbons of sunshine in the moonlit night. Music swelled from a soft, choral chant to an epic score
filled with drums, stringed instruments, and a vocalizing woman singing a hymn of victory. I was
lifted into the sky by the light, and though I could see for miles and miles around, I felt safe in its
lucent embrace.“The year is 1095 A.I.C.—Anno Imperium Conditae,” the disembodied
announcer bellowed over the music. “Dark power and the stirrings of war ride upon the winds of
Eldgard, the provincial outpost of the Great Viridian Empire.”The game showed me clean streets
in well-kept cities with homes of white stone, free of raiders and debris and broken cars. Free of
fire and chaos. Happy citizens in bright, colorful togas and robes went about their day buying
goods. The camera swung higher, beyond the fortified walls of the city, and showed armored
soldiers on a battlefield.“Imperial legions,” said the announcer, “allied with the forces of light,
march from the east, bringing the natives of Eldgard to their knees through flame, magic, and
steel. Bringing progress. Building roads. Cities. A kingdom. Civilizing the dark-natured Wodes,
the swamp-dwelling Dokkalfar, and the Accipiter of the far-western deserts, enlightening them in
the ways of the Ever-Victorious Empire.”Humans, elves, and Risi alike swarmed into a valley with
blue and gold flags rippling in the breeze. Wodes in furs and leathers fought for their homeland in
the shadow of the mountain.“But the natives of Eldgard are not so quick to give up the old ways
—to heel for foreign masters. Though the rebellion is yet small, they fight on. Hour by hour, day
by day…”People who looked like I did now, Dawn Elves, followed each other through the thick,
towering woods. They used vines and strategically shot arrows to leap from tree to tree, chasing
some unseen prey. One of them was hit with a fireball and dropped to the ground like a sack of
meat. A woman in green armor, a tied halter top, and a hip sash held a bronzed hand over him
and chanted. Light poured from her, and the char peeled away, revealing fresh skin. He sucked
in a deep breath, gave the healer a nod, then resumed the chase.“But, in the far-flung North,
another threat looms,” came the announcer’s voice. “The reclusive, mountain-dwelling Svartalfar
have unwittingly burrowed into the prison of a dusty and long-forgotten god. A monstrous being
of true dark, eager to return to the land of mortals once more. The breach is small, but large
enough for Serth-Rog, Daemon Prince of Morsheim, to call acolytes to his—KKZZH.”The audio
hissed with screeching static. The cutscene faded in color until it resembled the first white
loading room. This was wrong. I shivered as black smoke rolled in like a morning fog, consuming



my feet and filling the room. I didn’t fall, but my heart dropped into my gut at the now suffocating
darkness. Something had glitched.A voice spoke, this one different from the booming baritone of
the announcer. Deeper, much deeper, almost guttural. I couldn’t see anyone, but it sounded like
he was directly whispering in my ear, slowly enunciating each word.“The City of the Moon serves
the true master. His fragrant lies promise freedom…”A shiver tingled down my spine. I glanced
around each shoulder but could only see a single glowing green eye that blinked in and out of
existence. It watched me with gleeful malevolence and too much interest. I watched him right
back, spinning in place to follow it.“Three lives you will lead in the light. Three deaths, and I will
welcome you home.”The voice alternated between my ears with each word until I held my head
to keep from going mad.“Hope dies last. But it will die. All things do.”I doubled over and pressed
my hands into my ears to quiet the voice. Instead I heard a chorus of raspy little voices chanting
in joyful unison as shadowy imps danced around me.“Kneel, say the High Gods, their hands
upon your soul,Serth-Rog absolves all from fate and takes direct control!”“Piss off,” I screamed.
“Get me out of here!”A translucent screen popped up. Confirm logout?Visions of my last hour
back on Earth ran across my eyes.“No.”The screen disappeared, and with it, the dark fog. I was
back in the cutscene, high in the clouds, still held aloft by the warm trails of light. The booming
baritone was back.“… Imperial. Rebel. Light. Dark. Living. Dead. Which side will you choose?”A
cool wind from the north blew across and around me, gently lowering me to the ground and
finally dropping me unceremoniously into the freezing crystalline lake. It was dark, and I felt living
things swimming beneath my feet. I kicked hard and swam towards the small circle of light that
was the moon high above. My head breached the surface and I gasped for air.“What the hell was
that?” I shouted to the sky. “No, I wanna go back. I wanna watch the cutscene again.”The game
didn’t answer me. I swam to the shore and dragged myself onto the sandy beach. My legs
trembled and felt weak as I stood. I shivered and hugged my arms. “What the hell was that…” I
repeated to myself.I had read the tie-in novels Os-Tech had released as part of their marketing,
but none of them mentioned a City of the Moon. I hadn’t planned on dying, let alone three times,
and certainly wasn’t going to have anything to do with the unblinking, Eye of Sauron–looking
motherfucker who thought I’d ever follow him. The dancing little imps’ song about the High Gods
played on repeat in my head. I dismissed it as a weird glitch of the unique cutscenes everyone
got.It was still nighttime, but I could see as clear as day. The moon illuminated some things, but
even without the light pollution of a city, it shouldn’t have been so bright. The world was tinged in
blues and grays. A screen popped up in front of me:<<<>>>
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Joseph Ottinger, “If I could, I'd demand people read it. But instead, I can only strongly
recommend it. Five stars.. Resurrection is the story of Lisette Chen, a doctor who transitions into
the world of Viridian Gate Online. It's also probably the most important story in the entire Viridian
Gate universe.Some fiction is preachy and the author draws villains in rough crayon, leaving
them without honest motivation; they're just villains, pawns for the hero to defeat. But this book,
this story, can leave you transformed as you open yourself up to it, without cramming
perspective down your throat.It's a story written with joy and humor and delight, and at the same
time filled with despair, really, and a set of reactions to it, and it's set in a world where you can
see the joy and despair and experience it as you like from afar, because it's a great story, told
well. And all of those things, the love and the hate, the joy and conflict, are rooted in things in the
real world despite being set in a world of pure fantasy. And you can even do something about
it.Books like this, that explore identity and meaning and purpose without personalizing them, are
like gems in the desert, because it really does appeal to the gamers out there who enjoy LitRPG
as well as anyone who wants to read stories with real impact.In fact, I don't think I've ever read a
LitRPG book written with such love for online role-playing games. It actually changed how I think
about RPGs, for that matter, and I've been playing them since playing Wizardry back on my
Commodore way back when.And the core conflict that is represented in the story? Like I said,
this is rooted in things many people have actually experiences.Is it the darkest VGO book?
Heck, yes. Is it telling a story that should be told? Heck, yes. Is it a great read? Heck, yes.I
started off this review with "It's probably the most important story in the VGO universe" and I
stand by that. VGO has a ton of fantastic stories by great authors, and it's a wonderful setting,
and honestly none of it would matter without GrimJack's story being compelling... but if I had to
pick the story that I'd recommend people read, because it's an IMPORTANT story, it'd be this
series.If I could, I'd demand people read it. But instead, I can only strongly recommend it. Five
stars.”

Cameron C., “Badass Healer MC. Let’s get somethings out of the way quick.It’s in the Virudian
Gate Online Universe. Doesn’t matter. It uses the setting but is entirely self contained and
doesn’t require having read the other Viridian Gate Books. I’m not fully caught up on all the VGO
books and I could follow everything fine. Not a problem.Let’s get into the meat of it now. Main
character is a healer, Liset, and the story focuses on the nature of healing in the game world.
For one, it focuses on the realism of how a fantasy world relies on people with the kind of
supernatural abilities healers would have for just about everything.Additionally, it dives into how
easy it would be to create an exploitive process around charging for healing and what that might
look like. The exploration of this idea creates a great conflict for the main character: how does
she obey the principles of aiding and healing others if she first has to guarantee payment in
order to remain a priest of her temple?That idea carries the story toward the primary conflict -



another transfer from our world trying to sow destruction and chaos by cursing people with a
plague that eventually kills you - even with respawn mechanics. It comes to a head with a thrilling
conclusion and demonstrates the power in a strong climax for the story.The characters
throughout are great. Liset is a drunken healer lesbian who has the hots for a more stoic bird
person knight protector who watches her back. Corvus, the plague doctor, is a great addition
who steals scenes with their good humor and plague doctor mask. The villains are the kind of
characters who go beyond mustache twirling figure and have developed reasons for their
actions.All in all, this acts as a great opener to a series I plan to read the next book in. I think it’s
worth a read and recommend trying it out if only because it has a healer MC in a genre where
that isn’t common.”

R. Reed, “Great story with meaning.. First off, I'm not an RPG player. I don't like keeping track of
stats and points and levels and inventory. There is a lot of that in this book, I'm not sure if VGO
requires it of their authors.But there is a great story here, about a doctor who goes into the game
when it looks like Earth is about to become uninhabitable. She has tried to heal everyone she
can, but she can't heal the planet. Once in, she quickly becomes a different kind of healer, using
the power of Gaia to keep her friends in one piece during fierce magical battles.She also battles
a religious figure who demands payment for every act of healing. This sounds a lot like a certain
medical system on the lost Earth, I suspect the author has some knowledge of that system.This
is a fantasy world, but I didn't see any of the usual tropes. Elves and dwarves and whatever.
There is a large woman with wings and person in a plague doctor costume. They quickly
become interesting people.”

S. Reid, “Different but worthwhile. Seems a little out of sync compared to the rest of the worldbut
if your a fan of the overall series then this scratches an itch well. A different outlook which helps
cover all the bases of VGO and I'll be keeping my eye on the rest of these books.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Epic. From a great cover to a fabulous world of VGO, to a great
character and a good story. This has the makings of a great story. I absolutely loved it.”

The book by E.C. Godhand has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 152 people have provided feedback.
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